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Strong mixed-mode character
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Stellar mergers
Important process in stellar 

evolution, dynamics, and transient 
science

Merger remnants are extremely 
difficult to identify using surface 

properties alone

Can be mediated by common 
envelope events or occur in stellar 

collisions

Big idea. Invoke mismatch between total mass and core 
mass to infer that a star could not have formed in isolation.
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the fiducial picture.

Model merger as rapid surface 
accretion at                               ‘ 

at                            (RGB)

Degenerate cores developed by 
stars with                  persist

through mergers



surface properties vs. core properties.

Photometrically,
1.5 + 1.0 = 2.5

Period spacing:
1.5 (single)

= 2.5 (remnant)



criteria for success.

1.5 (MS) + 1.0 (MS) 1.0 (RGB) + 0.5 (MS)

The primary’s core must have 
developed prior to merger

The final mass should form a non-
degenerate core in isolation



merger must occur after TAMS.

Product asteroseismic mass and 
radius are identical to isolated case

Mergers after primary core formation
have distinctive period spacing



merger must make an “unusual” core.



rates.

Raghavan, et al. ApJS 190 1 (2010)

Price-Whelan et al. ApJ 895 2 (2020)

Close binary statistics: 4%

Clump binary fraction: 
3% (lower RGB)

Transients: 7%
Kochanek, Adams, Belczynski. MNRAS 443 2 (2014)
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Vrard, Mosser, and Samadi. A&A 588 A87 (2016)Within Kepler, 24 candidates (Vrard), 
6 strong candidates (Vrard+Yu) Yu et al. ApJS 236 42 (2018)



candidates.

Vrard, Mosser, and Samadi. A&A 588 A87 (2016)Within Kepler, 24 candidates (Vrard), 
6 strong candidates (Vrard+Yu) Yu et al. ApJS 236 42 (2018)

Other signs of a stellar merger?

Lithium 
enhancement?

not much overlap in 
data sets 😔

Magnetic 
activity

cross-checked 
candidates: no

To the observers: maybe take a 
look? 🥰

NZR & Fuller. MNRAS 508 2 (2021)



rates.

Raghavan, et al. ApJS 190 1 (2010)

Price-Whelan et al. ApJ 895 2 (2020)

Close binary statistics: 4%

Clump binary fraction: 
3% (lower RGB)

Transients: 7%

This work: 1.2%

Kochanek, Adams, Belczynski. MNRAS 443 2 (2014)
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Underluminous merger remnants

Soon after merger, remnants are less luminous
than their isolated counterparts 

Does not require        , but only works for young-
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asteroseismic footprints of stellar interactions?

Underluminous merger remnants

Soon after merger, remnants are less luminous
than their isolated counterparts 

Does not require        , but only works for young-
enough remnants

Overmassive degenerate-core giants

Li, et al. Nature Astron. 6 673–680 (2022)

Mass transfer can shift giants’       , shifting them 
below degenerate sequence

Undermassive clump stars

Undermassive clump stars occupy a unique locus 
in mass–radius space



summary.
Period spacing can identify merger remnants when the merger:
• occurs when the primary is already on the RGB
• brings the RG mass across the core-degeneracy threshold (≲ 2 M⊙ to ≳

2 M⊙)

Cross-checking with other possible merger signatures with 
asteroseismic signatures will be valuable.

Asteroseismology is a powerful probe of the mass transfer/merger 
history of stars.

Existing data already show evidence of merger remnants.
DPg is critical.


